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Witch dies. Gretel runs to open Hansel’s room.
Gretel:	Hansel, we are saved! The old witch is dead!
Hansel: Let’s find our way home!
Hansel and Gretel exit.
The End
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children
The children are playing.
The children are lost in the forest.

clean

father
The boy’s father is tall.
	Their father is very happy to see his
children.

follow

She cleans the table.
	The witch makes Gretel cook and
clean.

The orange ball follows the red ball.
	Hansel and Gretel follow the rocks
home.

enough

forest

	He had enough. He does not want
more.
“Is it hot enough?”

There are many trees in the forest.
	The stepmother wants to leave the
children in the forest.

family

hungry

There are four people in this family.
The family is poor and hungry.
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The boy is hungry.
The children are too hungry to sleep.
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leave
He leaves for school.
	Their parents leave the children in
the forest.

light

parent
He is the baby’s parent.
Their parents go to sleep.

piece

Light comes from this.
	The moon gives lots of light.

lock

There are three pieces.
Hansel drops pieces of bread.

roof

Use the key to lock it.
The house is locked!

noise

The house has an orange roof.
Hansel eats some of the roof.

scared

He hears a noise.
Hansel and Gretel hear a noise.
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She is scared.
The children are scared.
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sleep

window

He sleeps in blue pajamas.
The children are too hungry to sleep.

small
The mouse on the left is small.
	Hansel finds some small white
rocks.

This is a window.
Gretel eats some of a window.

witch
The witch has a broom.
The old woman is a mean witch!

stepmother

woman

	The children have a mean
stepmother.
	They hear their stepmother’s plan.

The woman is thinking.
	An old woman comes out of the
house.

white

wood-cutter

She uses white paint.
It is easy to see the white rocks.
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He is a wood-cutter.
A wood-cutter has two children.
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